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each exhibit. Your Gallery Number is NOT the same as 

an “entry Number” in an art show which might run 

“101, 102, etc.” It is a single, individual number that 

has been assigned to you to track your sales and must 

appear on all your items. 

Bi-Monthly Exhibits: When signing in art for the bi-

monthly exhibits, there seems to have been some confu-

sion as some members try to put down a sequence of 

numbers (1,2,3,4, etc.) instead of their Gallery Number 

next to the art they are signing in. Please don’t do this; If 

you to put down a sequence of numbers instead of YOUR 

Gallery Number when signing in your art, it just confuses 

things. For example, my gallery number is 15, if I bring in 2 

paintings, I would put 15 beside my name for BOTH of 

those paintings.  

  

Gallery 

# Title/Description Artist 

15 Elkhorn slough Gail Daley 

15 Crystal Sunset Gail Daley 



The Gallery Number system was created for better tracking 

of Incidental Inventory (items such as cards or prints, etc.) 

as some artists were not being paid for sales because the 

person writing up the sales slip couldn’t tell whom the item 

belonged to or the treasurer couldn’t read the name 

scrawled on the sales receipt. What is your Gallery Num-

ber and what does it do? Each of us has been assigned 

an individual Gallery Number and every item you bring into 

the Gallery should be labeled with this number. Each item 

you bring in needs to have THE SAME NUMBER. For Ex-

ample, if your Gallery Number is #0004, then every item 

you bring in (cards, prints, art, etc.) needs to be labeled 

“#0004”, NOT “1, 2, 3, etc.”. If you accidentally put some-

one else’s Gallery Number on your items by using a num-

ber sequence instead of your Gallery Number, you may 

lose sales! 

ASSIGNING GALLERY NUMBERS TO NEW MEMBERS: 

If a new member joins while you are on duty do not assign 

a gallery number without allowing Gail to check the master 

list as that number may have been already assigned . 

While a list is kept at the gallery, this is for information pur-

poses only and may not be current. If the new member 

wishes to put inventory in that day, please have them 

phone or e-mail Gail. 

When you make a sale at the Gallery, your Gallery Number 

must be included on the sales slip; this is how our Treasur-

er identifies you so he can write you a check at the end of 

KINGSBURG ARTS CENTER  
INSTRUCTIONS  FOR  G ALLERY  NUMBERS  

1. The Gallery opens at 11:00 a.m. Please be on time and stay until 

3:00 p.m. Remember, if the Gallery isn’t open no sales can be 

made. For the Gallery to be open 5 days a week each month, we 

need at least 20 artists to sit. 

2. Upon arrival, turn on the lights and put the scarves and prints out-

side in the aisle. When leaving, make sure the lights are turned 

out and the doors are locked. (Some lights are left on; check with 

Polly or Sandy if you are unsure which ones to turn off). 

3. Make sure that all art for the current display has an identifying 

card and that the current exhibit list is on the desk within easy 

reach. Always up-date the list if you sell a piece of art. 

4. Check YOUR incidental inventory list and make sure that every 

item on the list has your gallery number, a price and your name 

on it. 

a. Check the sales receipt book for any receipts with your 

name, and update your incidental inventory list (if neces-

sary).  

b. if you sell a piece of art, update the current exhibit 

list. You are not required to update any other artists inci-

dental inventory lists; they will do that when they sit the 

gallery. 

5. Make a note of any missing forms, especially the membership 

applications and yearly programs, and let Gail 559-960-2428 or 

Patricia 897-1618 or KingsburgArtCenter@att.net know as soon 

as possible.  

6. Encourage visitors to sign the guest book 

7. If the visitor is an artist, offer them a membership application.  

8. Smile and be friendly. 

 

KINGSBURG ARTS CENTER  

INSTRUCTIONS  FOR  S ITTING  THE  GALLERY  



Please make sure the following items are on the sales re-

ceipts  

1. The date the sale was made 

2. A brief description of each item 

3. The members’ name who brought in the item 

4. The member’s gallery number (found on the back of 
the item or price tag) 

5. Price of each item 

6. Sales tax (multiply the entire total by 9% nine per-
cent—a calculator is in the desk drawer) 

7. Your initials 

Information on the Sales Tags are how the treasurer When 

making sales, be sure to put the date, artist’s name and gal-

lery number and a brief item description, and your initials 

when you are writing up the sales receipt. The date and your 

initials are important if the treasurer has questions when he is 

making out the checks. 

  For Example, a sales tag might read:  

1. Date 12/4/2010, 

2. Item: Card 0001 S. Lindgren $2.50, 

3. Item:  Print 0015 D Runyan $35.00, 

4. Item: 0004 Scarf Merle K. $25.00, 

5. total item prices, 

6. sales tax, total, 

7. And your initials. 

 

D ISTRIBUTION : 

White Copy of Sales receipt  Stays in Book 

Yellow copy of Sales Receipt Goes in the money 
 pouch along with the  pay-
 ment 

Pink Copy of Sales Receipt  Goes to the customer 

KINGSBURG ARTS CENTER  

INSTRUCTIONS  FOR  W RITING  A S ALES  SLIP  

1. Incidental inventory can be any objects the artist decides are not 

to be included in the “Art Displays” which are changed every oth-

er month. Examples might include cards, prints, scarves, cups, 

jewelry, wooden boxes, etc. 

2. Incidental inventory is not removed from the Gallery (unless 

space is needed) during the Swedish Art Festival or other juried 

shows. 

3. Each artist has their own Incidental inventory list and is responsi-

ble when they sit the gallery for checking and updating their in-

ventory list to make sure it is accurate. 

4. Each Artist will be issued an incidental inventory list, a Gallery 

number and labels. Artists are responsible for making sure their 

price, name and member number are on EVERY item on their 

incidental inventory list.  If the shape of the item makes it difficult 

to put a label on the item, a tag with a string can be attached; put 

the label on the tag. 

A. Log the items in on your Incidental Inventory List. 

B. Make sure your name and a price is on each piece of 

inventory 

C. Make sure a numbered label is on the back of the inven-

tory or price tag. 

A binder with inventory sheets and blank labels (Avery labels 

#15667) will be out on the desk or behind it on the shelf. Item 

tags with strings will be kept in the desk in the top right 

hand drawer. Each artist will be given two sheets of 80 la-

bels with their gallery number. Blank labels are kept in the 

file cabinet, if we run out, please call Gail at 960-2428 or con-

tact me by e-mail at KingsburgArtCenter@att.net . 

KINGSBURG ARTS CENTER  
INSTRUCTIONS  FOR  INCIDENTAL  INVENTORY  


